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A Family Affair 
 
Bryant Logging stays small, lean, and efficient 
 
By Lindsay Mohlere 
 
The way Mike Bryant sees it, the future growth of his Beavercreek, Oregon based company will depend upon the size of 
his family. 
 
“I like the size we are now. Both my sons and two of their friends are operating the machines, and my wife Vicki does 
our books. I have another son, and if he wants to get into the business, I’ll find a way to get him involved. Right now, the 
greatest thing for me is to be able to work with my two older sons,” Bryant says. 
 
In their early teens, sons Zane and Luke Bryant started out in the woods limbing and bucking logs on the landing, man-
ning Stihl 044s with thirty-two inch bars. “I wanted to get the boys started early, learning how to work. I even had my 
daughter, Carly (Bryant) Davis bumping knots on the landing one summer for us. Handled a Stihl 026. Great little work-
er,” Mike says. Not long after that, Zane started skidding and Luke began falling timber. 
 
Rounding out the Crew 
 
Working with Mike’s sons, Shayne Jenkins and Joel Guenther round out the crew. Shayne grew up with both Bryant boys 
and has worked for the operation for more than four years. Joel joined the Bryant crew a year ago but was their Number 
One log trucker for years. “Joel had his own truck and hauled for us for years,” Bryant says. “We were able to get him on 
the payroll and in a loader. He’s a solid employee.” 
 
Like most other logging operations, Bryant knows finding good employees is extremely difficult in this day and age. “It’s 
hard to find people that want to work in the woods and take the responsibility of the job,” he says explaining that Lucas 
was a journeyman plumber but chooses to work in the woods with the family. “Our crew has known each other since they 
were boys. Everyone cares about the job they do. Keeping it in the family is comfortable. It gives us more independence,” 
Bryant added. 
 
More Machines than Men 
 
With such a small crew, Bryant Logging usually works one side at a time, while Mike does smaller, private jobs. Another 
friend of the Bryant boys, Kenny Daiker, works with Mike, doing whatever is needed. 
 
Depending upon the work contracted, the company will run a shovel logging side or a thinning side. Zane explained that 
the company is primarily a shovel logging operation but does cut-to-length thinning work to fill in the gaps. 
 
“The logging business is competitive. Thinning seemingly less so, probably because it’s harder and requires specialized 
equipment. We’ve got the equipment to do most ground based jobs,” he says, adding that the company does plan on con-
tinuing to update equipment as it makes sense. 
 
“The boys do the larger jobs, and I do some smaller, private owner ones on the side,” Mike adds. In addition to helping 
smaller land owners market and sell their timber, Mike’s major responsibility is to keep the company working. 
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To stay competitive in a highly competitive business, Bryant believes a small company must be willing to go the extra 
step while keeping production at a high level. 
 
“On the side we’re working now, we’re taking poles. They’re not marked, but Luke has the ability to pick them out him-
self while still maintaining good production. It’s all part of that extra step,” Zane says. “We’re always looking for ways to 
make ourselves more valuable. Taking the poles on this job is an extra step that helps keep our customers happy.” 
 
Working as a precision team also pays off. On average, Bryant Logging hauls 12 to 14 loads a day, pounding out over 14 
MMBF a year. 
 
On the current shovel side, Zane Bryant puts a 2013 Link-Belt 290 through its paces stacking decks with the same in-
tensity he exhibits when competing in log loader competitions at the Estacada Timber Festival and the Oregon Logging 
Conference in Eugene, Oregon. 
 
At the landing, Joel uses the company’s 1995 Link-Belt 4300 loading trucks. Lucas Bryant handles the processing, operat-
ing a 2014 Link-Belt 290 equipped with a Waratah 624 Super Processor head. Shayne completes the package with a 2002 
Caterpillar 525B grapple skidder, hauling trees to keep the shovels going at top production. 
 
When Mike Bryant takes on a small, private job, he typically employs a 1994 Link-Belt 2800 and a 1977 John Deere 
440C grapple skidder. 
 
Partial to Link-Belts 
 
“We’re partial to Link-Belt shovels,” Mike says. “My first loader was the 2800 and I still use it. It’s a good little loader. 
Same with the 4300. The newer 290s have great fuel efficiency. They use about three gallons an hour less than the 4300. 
Over the course of a day, that’s a huge savings!” 
 
In addition to the fuel savings of the Link-Belts, Bryant feels comfortable working on the machines. “You get familiar 
with a machine. They’re easier to work on. And we get good support from Triad Machinery. They’ve got a good crew.” 
 
Zane also indicated that Link-Belts were one of the last manufacturers to go to the Tier Four engine. “Our two new ma-
chines have Tier 3s. We didn’t want to have to deal with the new maintenance requirements of the Tier Four engine until 
they get the bugs worked out,” he says. 
 
Other machines in the Bryant stable include a 1994 Case 850 Crawler, a 2002 TimberKing 711 with a Waratah 470, a 
1972 Peterbilt dump truck, and a 1984 Trail King TK 40 equipment trailer. 
 
Most maintenance is handled by Mike and his crew. Bryant also uses Sandberg & Son in Molalla, Oregon, when the situa-
tion warrants. 
 
Keeping on Through Rough Times 
 
The company knows how to weather what the industry throws at them. In 1972, Mike Bryant bought a D4 CAT when he 
was still in high school intent on getting into the logging business. Unfortunately, an accident took him out of the game. 
He didn’t get back to logging until a neighbor asked him to log his ground. From that inauspicious beginning, Bryant 
restarted his career and punched his way through the good times and the rough times, including the latest recession. 
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“We didn’t do anything for over nine months straight,” Mike says. “It about buried us, but we survived.” 
 
One of Mike’s survival tactics through the rough waters was to mail out an introduction letter, business references, and an 
equipment list to private landowners, timber consultants, mills, and all. Basically he contacted anyone and everyone look-
ing for work. 
 
It took a while, but in the end a timber consultant put Bryant Logging back to work, and the rest is history. 
 
However, Mike’s efforts from seven years ago are still paying off. Recently, he received a call from Andy Weathers, who 
is now working as a harvest manager for Weyerhaeuser. Weathers, new to the job at the time, needed to boost production 
and dug out Mike’s information he received in 2008. That conversation eventually led to Bryant Logging taking on the 
company’s first contract with Weyerhaeuser Columbia Timberlands. 
 
“All of our work comes from word of mouth,” Mike says. “But the key is doing a good job. We enjoy doing a good job for 
the people we work for. That, and being able to work with friends and family, is my biggest reward.”


